Conformationally switchable water-soluble fluorescent bischolate foldamers as membrane-curvature sensors.
Membrane curvature is an important parameter in biological processes such as cellular movement, division, and vesicle fusion and budding. Traditionally, only proteins and protein-derived peptides have been used as sensors for membrane curvature. Three water-soluble bischolate foldamers were synthesized, all labeled with an environmentally sensitive fluorophore to report their binding with lipid membranes. The orientation and ionic nature of the fluorescent label were found to be particularly important in their performance as membrane-curvature sensors. The bischolate with an NBD group in the hydrophilic α-face of the cholate outperformed the other two analogues as a membrane-curvature sensor and responded additionally to the lipid composition including the amounts of cholesterol and anionic lipids in the membranes.